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Abstract 

 
The authors established a relation between incidence algebras and the Ri-

labellings, Ri-index vectors, labelling matrices and index matrices of a graph structure 
and a relation between fuzzy algebra of an incidence algebra and the labellings and 
index vectors of a fuzzy graph in previous papers.  Here we extend these concepts to fuzzy 
graph structures. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Based on the works of Brouwer[2], Doob[9] and Stewart[16], Jeurissen[12] defined index vectors, 
labelings and admissible index vectors of graphs.  We established some relations between graph labelings and 
incidence algebras in [6] and extended the concepts to graph structures in [7].  Later we established relations 
between a fuzzy algebra of an incidence algebra and the labellings and index vectors of a fuzzy graph in [8].  
Here we extend this to fuzzy graph structures. 
 

For concepts on Graph Theory, reference may be made to [11], for fuzzy graphs to [13] and for 
incidence algebras, to [15] and [10]. 
 
2.Preliminaries 
 

We recall the concept of graph structure given by Sampathkumar[14] and fuzzy graph structure 
given by the authors in [3]. 

 
Definition 2.1 [14] 
 
G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk) is a graph structure if V is a non empty set and R1,R2,...,Rk are relations on V which are 
mutually disjoint such that each Ri, i=1,2,...,k, is symmetric and irreflexive. 
If (u,v)∈ Ri for some i,1 ≤ i ≤ k, (u,v) is an Ri-edge. 
Ri-path between two vertices u and v consists only of Ri-edges. 
G is R1R2...Rk connected if G is Ri-connected for each i. 
 
Definition 2.2 [3] 
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Let G be a graph structure (V,R1,R2,...,Rk) and µ,ρ1, ρ2,..., ρk be fuzzy subsets of V,R1,R2,...,Rk respectively 
such that ρi (x,y) ≤ µ (x)∧µ(y) ∀ x,y ∈V, i=1,2,...,k.  Then �� = (µ, ρ1, ρ2,... ρk) is a fuzzy graph structure of G. 
 
We now recall the concepts of Ri -labellings and Ri -index vectors of a graph structure and some results 
obtained in [4]. 
 
 Definition 2.3 [4] 
 
Let F be an abelian group or a ring and G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk) be a graph structure with vertices v0,v1,...,vp-1 and 
qi number of Ri-edges.  A mapping ri:V→ F is an Ri-index vector with components ri(v0), ri(v1),..., ri(vp-1), 
i=1,2,...,k and a mapping   ri: Ri → F is an Ri -labelling with components xi(���),xi(���),..., xi(����), i=1,2,...,k. 
 
An Ri -labelling xi is an Ri -labelling for the Ri -index vector  ri iff  ri(vj)=	 
������∈��� �where ���is the set of 

all Ri -edges incident with vj. 
Ri -index vectors for which an Ri -labelling exists are called admissible Ri -index vectors. 
 
Now we recall the concepts of partial order, pre-order, incidence algebra etc. from [15]. 
 
Definition 2.4 [15] 
 
A set X with a binary relation ≤  is a pre-ordered set if ≤ is reflexive and transitive.  If ≤ is reflexive, 
transitive and antisymmetric, then X is a partially ordered set (poset). 
 
Spiegel and O'Donnell [15] gives the definition of incidence algebra as follows. 
 
Definition 2.5 [15] 
 
The incidence algebra I(X,R) of the locally finite partially ordered set X over the commutative ring R with 
identity is I(X,R)={f:X x X→ R|f(x,y)=0 if x is not less than or equal to y} with operations given by 
(f+g)(x,y) = f(x,y)+g(x,y) 
(f.g)(x,y) = 	 ���� �� ���� ��≤�≤�  
(r.f)(x,y) = r.f(x,y) 
for f,g∈ I(X,R) with r∈ R and x,y,z ∈ X. 
 
In [10], Foldes and Meletiou says about incidence algebra of pre-order as follows. 
 
Definition 2.6 [10] 
 
Given a field F, the incidence algebra A(ρ), of a pre-order set (S,ρ),S={1,2,...,n} over F is the set of maps 
α:S2→F such that α (x,y)=0 unless x ρ y.  The addition and multiplication in A(ρ) are defined as matrix sum 
and product. 
 
3. ρi -labellings and ρi -index vectors of a fuzzy graph structure 
 
Now we move on to define ρi -labellings, ρi -index vectors etc. of a fuzzy graph structure. 
 
Definition 3.1 
 
Let �� = (µ,ρ1, ρ2,... ρk)  be a fuzzy graph structure.  Let ri:V→F and xi: Ri →F, i=1,2,...,k.  We have 
xi(ρi)(xi(u,v))=� !�"�#∈��$%&���'�() *� ��� +  and ,i(µ)( ri(u))= � !(∈��$%&���') µ �-.  Then *./=(ri,ri (µ)) is a ρi-

index vector of ��0 if ri is an Ri -index vector for ��1 =(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).  
2�=(xi, xi(ρi)) is 
a ρi -labelling of ��  if xi is an Ri -index vector for ��1 =(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).   
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Definition 3.2 
 
For a fuzzy graph structure �� = (µ,ρ1, ρ2,... ρk), 
1. *./=(ri,ri (µ)) is admissible if ri is so for ��1 =(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).  Then 
2�=(xi, xi (ρi)) is 
a ρi -labelling for *./. 

2. *./�is fuzzy admissible if ri(µ)(ri(-�))≥ 3 
�&ρ�)ρ�&4��4�)56 
� 7&-� � -�)8∀ vi ∈V. 
Then   
2� is a fuzzy ρi-labelling for *./. 
 
In [4], we studied the operations of addition and scalar multiplication of Ri -index vectors and Ri -labellings 
of a graph structure.  We introduced multiplication  in [7].  We recall them now. 
Let G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk) be a graph structure.  �
�� 9 
��(vl,vm) = 
��(vl,vm)+ 
��(vl,vm) 
(f
��(vl,vm)=f���
��(vl,vm)) �
��� 
��(vl,vm) =	 
���-: � -;�4<�4=��4=�4>∈� 
��(vs,vm) ∀(vl,vm)∈ Ri. �*�� 9 *��(vl)=�*��(vl)+ *��(vl) 
(f*��(vl)=f���*��(vl)) �*��� *��(vl) =	 *���-:�4<�4=∈� *��(vs) ∀vl∈ V. 
Now we recall some of the results proved in [7]. 
 
Theorem 3.1 [7] 
 
 The set ?@�AB�(V,F)  of Ri -labellings for all admissible Ri -index vectors of a graph structure G = 
(V,R1,R2,...,Rk) is a subalgebra of I(V,F) where Ai is the collection of all admissible Ri -index vectors. 
 
Theorem 3.2 [7] 
 
The set�?@�λB�(V,F) of Ri -labellings for λ�C�,�λ�∈ F, C�an all 1 vector, of a graph structure 
 G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk) forms a subalgebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
 
Theorem 3.3 [7] 
 
 The set ?@�6B�(V,F)  of Ri-labellings for 0 of a graph structure G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk)  forms a subalgebra of the 
incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
We now establish some relation between the fuzzy ρi -labellings and fuzzy ρi -index vectors with a fuzzy 
algebra of the incidence algebra related with a graph structure. 
 
Note that by a fuzzy algebra of an incidence algebra, we mean a collection of mappings from a fuzzy subset 
of V x V to a fuzzy subset of F which forms a subalgebra of I(V,F). 
 
Theorem 3.4  
 
The set of fuzzy ρi -labellings F?@�AB�(V,F)  for fuzzy admissible ρi -index vectors of a fuzzy graph structure �� = (µ,ρ1, ρ2,... ρk) is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
Proof 
 
Let 
.�D� 
.�D� be fuzzy ρi -labellings for the fuzzy admissible ρi -index vectors *.�D�� *.�D.  Then by definition 
��� 
�� 
are Ri -labellings for *��� *�� in ��1=(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).  So from theorem 3.1, 
�� 9 
��,�
��� 
�� and f
��are Ri -labellings for *�� 9�*��,�*���� *�� and +*���respectively in ��1� 
Also 
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 �*�� 9 *��(µ) �*�� 9 *��(vl) =  � !EF���%G���H�EI���%G���H�4< J�K�
≥ � !EF��%�EI��%�4<���H�EI��H�4< J�K�
 

But *���K=	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM   *��(-:=	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  *���K=	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM   *��(-:=	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  

 
where PQ' and PQ4<are the sets of ρi -edges incident with u and -: �respectively in ��1. 
Hence  � !EF��%�EI��%�4����H�EI��H�4� J�K≥ 

������������������ R S� !� Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
�� 9 
���K� -�E�4∈LBMρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
W V �
�� 9 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY Z[���� 

 
Therefore 
.� 9 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for *.� 9 *.�\ . 
 
 �*��� *��(µ) �*��� *��(vl) = � !EF&��%���H)�EI���%���H�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EF��%�EI��%�4<���H�EI��H�4< J�K 
  since �*�� � *��(u) =	 *���K*���];F�E�;∈;E^^�_�  . 
Hence as in the previous case,��*�� � *��(µ) �*��� *��(vl) ≥ 

R S� !� Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
��� 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM
W V �
��� 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY

`[
ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56

 

                                                                                        
Therefore 
.�� 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for *.�� *.�\ . �+*��(µ) �+*��(vl) = � !EF&a��%)�EI�a��%�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EFa��%�EIa��%�4< J�K 
 
As in the previous case, � !EFa��%�EIa��%�4< J�K ≥ 

R S]Kb Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �+
���K� - ��W V �+
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY�E�4∈LBM
`[

ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
 

 
Therefore +
.�D  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for +*.�D . 
 
So the set, F?@�AB�(V,F), of all fuzzy ρ�-labellings for the set of all fuzzy admissible ρ�-index vectors, is a 
fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
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Theorem 3.5  
 
The set of fuzzy ρ�-labellings, F?@�6B�(V,F) for c�  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
Proof 
 
Let 
.�D� 
.�D� be fuzzy ρ�-labellings for the fuzzy ρ�-index vector c� .  Then by definition 
��� 
�� are Ri -labellings 
for 0 in ��1 =(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).  So from theorem 3.3, 
�� 9 
��,�
��� 
�� and f
��are Ri -
labellings for c in ��1� �c 9 c(µ) �c 9 c(vl) = � !EF�6G�6�EI�6G�6�4< J�K�
 
 
                                     = � !EF6�EI6�4<�6�EI6�4< J�K�
 
But  c�K=	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM  = 	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM  c(-:=	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  =�	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  

where PQ' and PQ4< are sets of ρ�-edges incident with u and -:  respectively in ��1. 
 
Hence � !EF6�EI6�4��6�EI6�4� J�K= 

R S]KbTρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
�� 9 
���K� - W V �
�� 9 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY�E�4∈LBM
`[

ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
 

                                                                                        
 
Therefore 
.� 9 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for c 9 c\ .\\ �c�c(µ) �c�c(vl) = � !EF�6�6�EI�6�6�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EF6�EI6�4<6�EI6�4< J�K 
  since �c�c(u) =	 c�Kc�];F�E�;∈;E^^�_�  . 
Hence as in the previous case,��c�c(µ) �c�c(vl) ≥ 

R S]Kb Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
��� 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM
W V �
��� 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY

`[
ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56

 

                                                                               
Therefore 
.�� 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for c�cD . �+c(µ) �+c(vl) = � !EF�a6�EI�a6�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EFa6�EIa6�4< J�K 
 
As in the previous case, � !EFa6�EIa6�4< J�K ≥ 

R S]Kb Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �+
���K� - W V �+
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY�E�4∈LBM
`[

ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
 

                                                                                        
Therefore +
.�D  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for +cD . 
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Hence the set of all fuzzy ρ�-labellings for c�  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra 
(I(V,F). 
 
Theorem 3.6 
 
The set, F?@�d��(V,F)  of fuzzy ρ�-labellings for λ.e.D  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
 
Proof 
 
Let
.�D� 
.�D be fuzzy ρ�--labellings for the fuzzy admissible ρ�--index vectors λf�e.D  λf�e.D .  Then by definition 
��� 
�� are Ri -labellings for λQ�g� � λQ�g� �in ��1 =(supp(µ),supp(ρ1),supp(ρ2),...,supp(ρk)).  So from theorem 3.2, 
�� 9 
��,�
��� 
�� and f
��are Ri -labellings 
for λ�� 9�λ��,�λ���� λ�� and +λ���respectively in ��1��� 
�λ�� 9 λ��(µ) �λ�� 9 λ��(vl) = � !EF�λ�%G�λ�H�EI�λ�%G�λ�H�4< J�K�
 
 
 
                                             ≥  � !Ehλ�%�EIλ�%�4<�λ�H�EIλ�H�4< J�K�
But 
λ���K=	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM   
λ��(-:=	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  

λ���K=	 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM   
λ��(-:=	 
���-: � -N�E�4∈LBO<  

 
where PQ' and PQ4<are the sets of ρi -edges incident with u and -: �respectively in ��1. 
Hence  � !EFλ�%�EIλ�%�4��λ�H�EIλ�H�4� J�K≥ 

R S]KbTρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
�� 9 
���K� - W V �
�� 9 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY�E�4∈LBM
`[

ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
 

Therefore 
.� 9 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for λ.� 9 λ.�\ . �λ��� λ��(µ) �λ��� λ��(vl) = � !EF&λ�%�λ�H)�EI�λ�%�λ�H�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EFλ�%�EIλ�%�4<�λ�H�EIλ�H�4< J�K 
  since �λ��� λ��(u) =	 λ���Kλ���];F�E�;∈;E^^�_�  . 
Hence as in the previous case,��λ��� λ��(µ) �λ��� λ��(vl) ≥ 

R S]KbTρ��K� -U�K� -F V �
��� 
���K� -�E�4∈LBM
�W V �
��� 
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY

`[
ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56
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Therefore 
.�� 
.�\  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for λ.�� λ.�\ . 
 �+λ��(µ) �+λ��(vl) = � !EF&aλ�%)�EI�aλ�%�4< J�K  
                                             ≥  � !EFaλ�%�EIaλ�%�4< J�K 
 
As in the previous case, � !EFaλ�%�EIaλ�%�4< J�K ≥ 

R S]Kb Tρ��K� -U�K� -F V �+
���K� -�E�4∈LBM
W V �+
���-: � -N�4<�4>∈LBXY

`[
ρ��E�4�ρ��4<�4>56

 

Therefore +
.�D  is a fuzzy ρ�-labelling for +λ.�D . 
 
So F?@�d��(V,F)   is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F). 
 
 
4. Fuzzy labellings of a fuzzy graph structure and  
    fuzzy algebra of an incidence algebra 
 
We now extend the results in the previous section to the whole of the fuzzy graph structure.  For that first we 
recall some concepts and results from [5] and [7]. 
 
Definition 4.1 [5] 
 
 Let F be an abelian group or a ring.  Let ri be an Ri -index vector and xi be an Ri -labelling for i=1,2,...,k.  
Then  

 x = 

ij
jj
jk

��c���cl �cc��
��cl �cllllllllll �c�lll �cc��cl c��
m no

oo
op
     is a labelling matrix and  r =�

ij
jj
jk
*��c���cl �cc��*��cl �cllllllllll �c�lll �cc��cl c��*m no

oo
op
     is an index matrix for the graph structure 

G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk). 

x :�
ij
jj
jk
q�q����qmno
oo
op
 → rm is a labelling for r:�sm→ rm if 	 
��tN∈�= �=*�(-; for s=0,1,...,p-1; i=1,2,...,k.  If *� is an 

admissible Ri-index vector i=1,2,...,k, then r is called an admissible index matrix for G. 
 
Theorem 4.1 [7] 
 
 The set ?u�v�sm� rm) of labelling matrices for all admissible index matrices of a graph structure G = 
(V,R1,R2,...,Rk) is a subalgebra of�?�sm� rm. 
 
 Theorem 4.2 [7] 
 The set ?u�d�sm � rm of labelling matrices forw�x,  
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 w=

ij
jj
jk y��c���cl �cc��y��cl �cllllllllll �c�lll �cc��c� l �c��ymno

oo
op
 , J=�

ij
jj
jk
g��c���cl �cc��g��cl �cllllllllll �c�lll �cc��c� l �c��gmno

oo
op
 ,g�  an all 1 vector for i=1,2,...,k 

  of a graph structure G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk)  is a subalgebra of ?�sm� rm. 
 
Theorem 4.3 [7] 
 
 The set ?u�6�sm� rm of labelling matrices for 0 of a graph structure G = (V,R1,R2,...,Rk)   is a subalgebra of ?�sm� rm. 
 
Now we define fuzzy labellings and fuzzy index matrices of a fuzzy graph structure as follows. 
 
Definition 4.2 
 
Let F be an abelian group or a ring.  *� be an Ri -index vector,�
�  be an Ri -labelling for i=1,2,...,k.  Then  


2=
ij
jj
jk 
�z�c���cl �cc��
�z�cl �cllllllllll �c�lll �cc��c� l �c��
mzno

oo
op
  is a labelling matrix and *{=

ij
jj
jk *�/�c���cl �cc��*{�cl �cllllllllll �c� lll �cc��c� l �c��*m/ no

oo
op
 is an index matrix of a fuzzy graph structure. 


2�is a labelling for *{ if 
./  is a ρ�-labelling for *./, i=1,2,...,k. 
If *./ is an admissible ρ�-index vector for i=1,2,...,k, *{  is an admissible index matrix for ��.  If *./ is fuzzy 
admissible for i=1,2,...,k, *�/is fuzzy admissible and 
2 is a fuzzy labelling. 
 
Now we move on to prove certain results on fuzzy admissible index matrices and fuzzy labelling matrices. 
 
Theorem 4.4 
The set, F?@�A�(sm,rm), of fuzzy labelling matrices for fuzzy admissible index matrices of a fuzzy graph 
structure �� = (µ,ρ1, ρ2,... ρk) is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
Proof 
Let 
�z� 
�z�∈�|?@�v��sm� rm.  Then 
.�D� 
.�D ∈�|?@�AB��sm� rm, the collection of all fuzzy ρ�-labellings, for 
i=1,2,...,k.  So there exist *.�D� *.�D∈}�, the collection of all fuzzy admissible  ρ�--index vectors, for i=1,2,...,k. 
 
 Hence 
.�D� 
.�D  are fuzzy ρ�-labellings for *.�D� *.�Drespectively for i=1,2,...,k.  By theorem 3.4, the set of fuzzy 
ρ�-labellings for fuzzy admissible ρ�-index vectors is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra I(V,F) for 
i=1,2,...,k.  So 
.� 9 
.�\ ,�
.�� 
.�\  and f
.�D�are fuzzy ρ�-labellings for fuzzy ρ�-index vectors *.� 9 *.�\ ,�*.� � *.�\  and 
f*.�D respectively for i=1,2,...,k. So  *� 9 *�~ ,�*�� *�~  and f*�/are fuzzy admissible index matrices and 
� 9 
�~ ,�
�� 
�~  and f
�z are fuzzy labelling matrices for *� 9 *�~ ,�*�� *�~  and f*�/  respectively.  Hence |?@�v��sm� rm is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
 
Theorem 4.5 
 
The set of fuzzy labellings F?@�6�(sm,rm), for fuzzy index matrix 0 of a fuzzy graph structure �� = (µ,ρ1, ρ2,... 
ρk)  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
 
Proof 
Let 
�z� 
�z�∈�|?@�6��sm � rm.  Then 
.�D� 
.�D ∈�|?@�6B��sm � rm, the collection of all fuzzy ρ�-labellings for 0, for 
i=1,2,...,k.   
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 By theorem 3.5, the set of fuzzy ρ�labellings for fuzzy ρ� �index vector c�  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence 
algebra I(V,F) for i=1,2,...,k.  So 
.� 9 
.�\ ,�
.�� 
.�\  and f
.�D are fuzzy ρ�-labellings for fuzzy ρ�-index vectors c 9 c\ ,�c�cD  and fc�  respectively for i=1,2,...,k. So 
�z� 
�z are fuzzy labelling matrices for c� .  Hence |?@�6��sm� rm is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.6 
 
 The set of fuzzy labellings F?@�Λ�(sm,rm) for fuzzy index matrix Λ J of a fuzzy graph structure �� = (µ,ρ1, 
ρ2,... ρk)   is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
 
Proof 
Let 
�z� 
�z�∈�|?@�Λ��sm� rm.  Then 
.�D� 
.�D ∈�|?@�λB��sm � rm, the collection of all fuzzy ρ�-labellings for y�, 
for i=1,2,...,k.   
 
By theorem 3.6, the set of fuzzy ρ�-labellings for fuzzy ρ�-index vectors λQCQ is a fuzzy algebra of the 
incidence algebra ?@�λB�(s,r) for i=1,2,...,k.  So 
.� 9 
.�\ ,�
.�� 
.�\  and f
.�D  are fuzzy ρ�-labellings for fuzzy ρ�-
index vectors y.� 9 y.�\ ,�y.�� y.�\  and fy.�0  , respectively for i=1,2.,...,k. So 
.�D� 
.�D  are fuzzy labelling matrices for w�xD .  Hence F?@�Λ�(sm,rm)  is a fuzzy algebra of the incidence algebra ?�(sm,rm). 
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